REVELATION DELIVERED THROUGH FRANCES MARIE KLUG
ON SEPTEMBER 17, 1999 AT 1:11 P.M.

SAINT BONAVENTURE

“I am Saint Bonaventure.
H uman

life theorizes on all subjects, especially
when they are unsure of a definite meaning, purpose,
goal, or the subject matter.

E ach

day through This Gift of The Father’s,
allowing mankind to learn so much about The Divine,
it is sad to hear doubters, chastisers, and many
who feel superiority to the subject matter, defining
It unjustly, incorrectly, most times out of jealousy,
or who have the habit of demeaning what another
individual is capable of.

It

is sad for Me to say these unkind Words, but
it is time for human life to awaken to the importance
of how one thinks, acts, criticizes, empathizes, and
question whether it is jealousy, superiority, or an
innate negativism, demeaning because it is someone
else, not they, who have the courage, the ability, the
integrity, or the right to speak What passes through
This Miracle, constantly instructing for the Purpose
of the Soul of millions of men, women and children
throughout the world.

As

I speak, there is a sadness in how I feel,
because This Gift of The Father’s, allowing so Many
Saints to speak on Important Subjects, Reasons,
Directions, Clarifications, in so many ways, is being
cast aside deliberately, instead of being thankful for
What is spoken by Someone chosen by The Father to
speak What He Wills mankind to know.
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SEPTEMBER 17, 1999 AT 1:11 P.M.

SAINT BONAVENTURE

A s My Words flow today, I am also seeing in other

areas, so much immorality, so much moral corruption,
hate and ugliness, deliberately being used against all
that is pure, all that is beneficial to one’s own Soul
or the Souls with whom the individual is close to.

T he

world is in great turmoil morally, mentally,
psychologically and physically, because of the lack of
Faith in the Important Realism of the True Belief in
a Divine Creator.

T he

world has been Blessed with This Gift of
Instruction, and yet We see thousands deliberately
ignoring It, because to accept It would mean they
would have to change their behavioral patterns, their
mental thinking on many subjects, and use more care
in their moral values and standards, plus express
more dignity in their association with other human
beings.

I

end what I have spoken with a sincere desire,
a hope that All that has been delivered through This
Gift of The Father’s Love never stops traveling, and
when I say ‘never’ I mean ‘never’, because as human
life needs It now, human life will always need This Gift
of Divine Love that so Many of Us have the privilege
of delivering Word for Word. So be it.”
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